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Manual Firing Delay Times for Aerial Shells 
K. L. and B. J. Kosanke 

 

Introduction 

As used in this article, the definition of 
“manual firing delay time” is the time interval 
between the manual ignition of the tip of the 
shell leader delay element and when the aerial 
shell fires from its mortar. This delay time is of 
interest in the context of the delay time require-
ment in the National Fire Protection Associa-
tion’s Code for Fireworks Displays (NFPA-
1123). 

Prior to the 1990 edition of NFPA-1123, the 
requirement for delay times for the manual firing 
of shells was that: 

“The length of exposed black match on a 
shell shall not be less than 3 in. (76 mm) .... 
Also, the delay time between the ignition of the 
tip of the exposed black match and ignition of 
the lift charge shall not be less than four sec-
onds ….” 

 
In the 1990 and more recent editions of 

NFPA-1123, the requirement was changed to: 

“… the time delay between igniting the tip of 
the shell’s fuse and the firing of the shell shall 
not be less than 3 seconds or more than 
6 seconds.” 

 
In 2003 the NFPA code was in the process of 

revision, and it was the authors’ suspicion that 
many display fireworks aerial shells in use at the 
time did not successfully meet the stated re-
quirement for manual firing delay times. Thus a 
brief study was undertaken to produce the data 
needed to establish whether it was appropriate to 
consider 1) revising the requirement in the 2005 
edition of NFPA-1123, or 2) encourage manu-
facturers to better meet the existing requirement. 
(Certainly, if the requirement were current being 
met, there would be no need to do either.) 

 

As a significant cost saving measure, aerial 
shells were not actually fired in this study. The 
justification for this is based on the following 
logic. The total manual firing delay time is as 
the sum of two times: 1) the time for the delay 
element of the shell leader to burn; and 2) the 
combined time for the quick match portion of 
the shell leader to burn, ignite the lift charge, 
and for the shell to exit the mortar. Since the 
second of these two times had previously been 
measured[1] (and is summarized in the paragraph 
below), there was only a need to measure the 
burn time of a collection of delay elements and 
then add the two times together to produce a 
good estimate of manual firing delay times. 

One of the configurations used in the earlier 
measurements of electrical firing times had the 
electric match installed at the beginning of the 
quick match portion of the shell leader, labeled 
as position number 1 in Figure 1. In these tests, 
shell leaders from a total of 6 different manufac-
turers were used to fire 24 shells while measur-
ing the time delay between the ignition of the 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the typical points of  
attachment of electric matches for electrically 
fired aerial shells. 
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electric match and the exit of the shell from its 
mortar. (See reference 1 for details.) The result 
was an average firing time of 0.33 second. (This 
average time approximates the second of the two 
times identified in the above paragraph.) 

For an aerial shell fired using a delay element 
such as exposed black match, the firing time 
might be found to be slightly shorter than 0.33 
second because of the more vigorous burning at 
the point of ignition of the quick match as com-
pared with ignition produced by an electric 
match. (See Figure 2 for an example of the large 
amount of fire produced near what would be the 
starting end of the quick match portion of a typi-
cal shell leader.) However, as will be seen, a sus-
picion that the actual manual firing burn time 
may be slightly shorter turns out to be of little con-
sequence for the purpose of this investigation. 

 
Figure 2. Photograph of the flame and sparks 
projecting to the right from the end of  
approximately one inch of quick match ignited 
by black match (on the left) as the delay element 
of a shell leader. 

Testing and Results 

Having previously measured one of the two 
times needed to answer the question posed for 
this study, what remained was to determine the 
burn time of the delay element (plus approxi-
mately one inch (25 mm) of quick match) of a 
collection of shell leaders. In that effort, the burn 
time of a total of more than 120 delay elements 
with short sections of quick match (approxi-
mately 1 inch long) were measured. In all tests 
each delay element was in the same physical 
condition as received; however, in no case was 
the delay element in less than reasonably good 
condition. The results of the testing are summa-
rized in Table 1. 

The initial testing used two types of black / 
quick match. The first one, labeled as “Prec. 
Pyro.” in the table, was from fairly recent pro-
duction by Precocious Pyrotechnics and was cho-
sen because it was among the most fiercely burn-
ing products available. The second one, labeled 
as “Unknown”, was chosen because it was one 
of the more mildly burning products available. 

For the initial portion of this study, 10 doubly 
long test segments of both the fast burning and 
the slow burning match were prepared; then 
each of these initial segments was cut in half, 
with each half being placed into one of two 
separate groups. This was done to help assure 
that any systematic differences in the perform-
ance of the quick match along its length would 
not distort the results of the measurements.  

In the first test series only one of the two sets 
of fast burning quick match was used and had 
been conditioned by having been stored for an 
extended period of time at approximately 60 °F 
(50 °C) and approximately 30% relative humid-
ity. (Throughout this study, the segments of 
quick match conditioned in this way are indi-
cated as “Dry” in the descriptions in Table 1.) 
Prior to testing each of 10 segments, three inches 
(75 mm) of black match were exposed by pull-
ing it partially from the match pipe. The exposed 
black match was positioned approximately hori-
zontally and without being in contact with any-
thing that might alter its burn time. The tip of the 
black match was carefully ignited using a small 
torch and the segment was allowed to burn while 
being video taped. The burn time of each seg-
ment was determined by means of a frame by 
frame playback of the tape. The average burn 
time was 1.06 seconds. As a result of this first 
test it was also established that the standard er-
ror[2] in the average burn times was approxi-
mately 0.25 second. Thus it was decided that 
measuring approximately 10 fuse segments would 
be sufficient for the purpose of this study. As a 
base line for further measurements, one of the 
two sets of 10 fuse segments from the slower 
burning quick match were prepared and tested as 
described for the fast burning match. The aver-
age burn time was 3.44 seconds. 

Next a brief investigation was undertaken to 
determine the extent to which humidity exposure 
affected the burn time of the black match. The 
second set of 10 segments from the fast quick 
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match and the second set of 10 segments from 
the slow quick match were placed into a cham-
ber, which was humidity controlled to approxi-
mately 85% relative humidity, for 5 days. (See 
reference 3 for a more complete description of 
the method for humidity conditioning.) Follow-
ing humidity conditioning the segments were 
burned and timed as described above. It was de-
termined that while there was a slight lengthen-
ing of the burn time with exposure to relatively 
high humidity (approximately 10%), given the 

statistical uncertainty of the measurements, it 
was concluded that this burn time difference was 
not sufficient such as to require exposing subse-
quent test samples to high humidity. 

The third series of tests was conducted to de-
termine the extent to which the orientation of the 
black match delay element affected its burn 
time. For these tests, two sets of 10 black match 
segments from both the fast and the slow quick 
match were prepared and burned as described 
above. However for these tests the segments 

Table 1. Results of Measurements of Aerial Shell Delay Element Burn Times. 

Number Delay Element Burn Time (s) Total Delay (b)

Description (a) Tested Shortest Longest Average Std. Dev. (s) 
10 0.53 2.77 1.06 0.81 1.39 Prec. Pyro. – Dry – 3" 
10 0.67 2.93 1.22 0.72 1.55 

Prec. Pyro.– Humidified – 3" 10 0.46 2.87 1.29 0.72 1.62 
Prec. Pyro.– Dry – 3" – Up 10 0.60 2.80 1.29 0.62 1.62 
Prec. Pyro.– Dry – 3" – Down 10 0.67 2.13 1.17 0.63 1.50 
Unknown – Dry – 3" 10 2.93 4.23 3.44 0.37 3.77 
Unknown – Humidified – 3" 10 0.70 4.97 3.58 1.09 3.91 
Unknown – Dry – 3" – Up 10 2.94 3.73 3.49 0.26 3.82 
Unknown – Dry – 3" – Down 10 1.60 2.94 2.26 (c) 0.44 2.59 
Jumping Jack – Dry (d) 10 1.53 3.20 2.28 0.44 2.61 
Thunderbird – Dry (e) 6 3.73 5.90 4.74 1.03 5.07 
Wizard – Dry (f) 5 0.87 2.67 1.83 0.65 2.13 
Lido – Dry (g) 6 5.37 4.00 4.89 0.50 5.22 
Sunny – Dry (g) 6 4.40 5.97 5.15 0.61 5.48 

a) In each case the black match delay elements were in reasonably good condition. Unless otherwise noted, the 
delay elements were conditioned by an extended exposure to approximately 30% relative humidity and were 
burned in a horizontal position. The notation “humidified” indicates that the fuse was conditioned for 5 days 
at approximately 85% relative humidity. The notation “up” or “down” indicates that the fuse was burned in a 
vertical position; “up” indicating that the burning proceeded in an upward direction and “down” for burning 
proceeding in a downward direction. 

b) The total firing delay time is the burn time of the delay element plus the average delay time from the previous 
study of delay time with an electric match installed at the start of the quick match. In 30 test firings using 
shell leaders from a variety of different manufacturers, the delay time averaged approximately 0.33 second. 
Accordingly, each reported “Total Delay” time in this table is 0.33 seconds longer than the average “Delay 
Element Burn Time” reported in this table. 

c) Quite a lot of dross formed during burning and dropped down the burning strand to ignite more of the ex-
posed match more quickly. 

d) The delay element was black match with a dusted piece of tissue and loose string tie at the point of becoming 
quick match. The average length of black match was 3.1 inches. 

e) The delay element was flat black match and covered with pasted paper at the point of becoming quick match. 
The average length of black match was approximately 2.8 inches. 

f) The delay element was black match, which was unconstricted and uncovered at the point of becoming quick 
match. The average length of black match was approximately 3.5 inches. 

g) The delay element was a single strand of heavy visco-like fuse, approximately 5/32 inch (4 mm) in diameter. 
The connection at the point of attachment with the quick match was closed with a pasted wrap of paper. 
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were held vertically (instead of horizontally) 
while being burned. One set of fuse segments 
from each type quick match was burned from the 
bottom upward and the second set was burned 
from the top downward. The average upward burn 
time for the slow burning black match was ap-
proximately unchanged compared with burning it 
horizontally; whereas for the fast burning match, 
the average upward burn time was approximately 
10% longer. To the contrary, average downward 
burn time for the fast burning black match was 
unchanged compared to when burned horizon-
tally; whereas for the slow burning match, aver-
age downward burn time was approximately 
30% shorter. Obviously the two types of black 
match responded differently to each other when 
being burned vertically rather than horizontally. 
To avoid having to test all types of shell leaders 
in multiple orientations, and because it is 
thought to more nearly represent the typical fir-
ing orientation, it was decided that the remaining 
testing should all be conducted with the delay 
elements positioned horizontally. 

In the remaining tests, the delay elements and 
approximately one inch of shell leader from 5 
other manufacturers were harvested for testing 
as described above. The delay elements used by 
three of these manufacturers were exposed 
lengths of black match, whereas the other two 
manufacturers used a single strand of thick visco-
like fuse having a substantial powder core.[4] The 
average burn time for the different manufactur-
ers’ delay elements ranged widely, from ap-
proximately 1.8 to 5.2 seconds. 

Conclusion 

The overall average manual firing delay time 
estimated for shell leaders from the seven 
sources of fuse tested is approximately 3.7 sec-
onds. While this is within the NFPA-1123 range 
of from 3 to 6 seconds, if the burn time for the 
shell leaders from those two manufacturers us-
ing the heavy visco-like delay elements are not 
included, the average manual firing delay time 
for the remaining five manufacturers (those us-
ing black match delay elements) is only 3.0 sec-
onds. This suggests that perhaps half of the dis-
play aerial shells using black match delay ele-
ments, fire in less than the minimum 3 second 
NFPA-1123 requirement. 

Thus it could be concluded that either the 
NFPA-1123 firing delay time requirement needed 
to be adjusted, or a number of conventional shell 
leader manufacturers need to modify their prod-
ucts to be in compliance with the delay time re-
quirement. However, it is not the purpose of this 
article to recommend a specific solution, but 
rather only to identify a potential problem de-
serving attention. (Note that the Technical 
Committee on Pyrotechnics of the NFPA subse-
quently decided to modify the delay time re-
quirement in the 2005 edition of the code to 2 to 
6 seconds.[5]) 
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